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ABSTRACT 

Background: Ambulation is an essential aspect of daily living and is often impaired after brain 

and spinal cord injuries. Despite the implementation of standard neurorehabilitative care, 

locomotor recovery is often incomplete.  

Objective: In this randomized, sham-controlled, double-blind, parallel design study, we aimed to 

determine if anodal transcutaneous spinal direct current stimulation (anodal tsDCS) could 

improve training effects on locomotion compared to sham (sham tsDCS) in healthy subjects. 

Methods: 43 participants underwent a single backwards locomotion training (BLT) session on a 

reverse treadmill with concurrent anodal (n=22) or sham (n=21) tsDCS. The primary outcome 

measure was speed gain measured 24 hours post-training. We hypothesized that anodal 

tsDCS+BLT would improve training effects on backward locomotor speed compared to sham 

tsDCS+BLT.   A subset of participants (n=31) returned for two additional training days of either 

anodal (n=16) or sham (n=15) tsDCS and underwent (n=29) H-reflex testing immediately before, 

immediately after, and 30 minutes post-training over three consecutive days. 

Results: A single session of anodal tsDCS+BLT elicited greater speed gain at 24 hours relative to 

sham tsDCS+BLT (p=0.008, two-sample t-test, adjusted for one interim analysis after the initial 

12 subjects). Anodal tsDCS+BLT resulted in higher retention of the acquired skill at day 30 

relative to sham tsDCS+BLT (p=0.002) in the absence of significant group differences in online 

or offline learning over the three training days (p=0.467 and p=0.131). BLT resulted in transient 

down-regulation of H-reflex amplitude (Hmax/Mmax) in both test groups (p<0.0001). However, 

the concurrent application of anodal-tsDCS with BLT elicited a longer lasting effect than sham-

tsDCS+BLT (p=0.050). 
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Conclusion: TsDCS improved locomotor skill acquisition and retention in healthy subjects and 

prolonged the physiological exercise-mediated downregulation of excitability of the alpha 

motoneuron pool. These results suggest that this strategy is worth exploring in 

neurorehabilitation of locomotor function. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Deficits in locomotor function are common after central nervous system (CNS) injury,  

leading to comorbidities such as increased risk of falls, fractures, and decline in mobility(1). 

Despite rehabilitation geared at improving gait, locomotor recovery is often incomplete. Hence, 

it would be important to develop strategies to improve the beneficial effects of training on the 

rate of acquisition and retention of locomotor learning.  

Over the last two decades, transcranial direct current stimulation (tDCS) of the brain has 

been recognized as a neuromodulatory strategy to enhance training effects that result in better 

upper limb skill acquisition, particularly when applied for more than one session concurrently 

with behavioral training (2-9). Previous work on the effects of tDCS on locomotion and lower 

extremity function has been inconclusive, possibly due to the limitation of transcranial tDCS to 

stimulate the leg representation of the motor cortex or to reach subcortical locomotor networks 

(10-14).   

Direct current stimulation applied over the spine (tsDCS) modulates segmental spinal 

physiology, ascending lemniscal and nociceptive pathways (15-20) and activity in supraspinal 

centers (21-28).  Computer modeling of currents elicited by tsDCS with an electrode over T-11 

provided mechanistic foundation to these empirical findings (29-32).  It is then possible that 
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tsDCS could also influence locomotor learning.  Here, we elected to use backward walking both 

as a training paradigm and for outcome assessment.  Backward walking and running are used in 

sports conditioning programs and rehabilitation, and provide a relatively unfamiliar environment 

for subjects to engage in the acquisition of a new locomotor skill (33, 34). 

Herein, we evaluated the influence of tsDCS on backwards locomotor learning 

(tsDCS+BLT) in a randomized sham-controlled, double-blind, parallel study design.  We 

hypothesized that anodal tsDCS+BLT would result in improved backward locomotion 

performance (change in speed) relative to sham tsDCS+BLT.  H-reflex testing was  carried out to 

gain insight into potential effects of tsDCS on the excitability of the alpha motoneuron pool. 

 

METHODS 

Participants  

Forty-three healthy volunteers (24 women and 19 men; mean age ± SD, 25.9 ± 4.8 years) 

with no history of neurological disorders were enrolled in the study. Written informed consent 

was obtained from all subjects prior to inclusion. The protocol, where the primary endpoint 

measures and working hypothesis were preregistered, was approved by the Neuroscience 

Investigational Review Board at the National Institutes of Health.  To comply with the inclusion 

criteria, participants were required to abstain from intake of neurostimulants (i.e., amphetamines, 

dextroamphetamine/amphetamine, methylphenidate, modafinil), antidepressants (i.e., selective 

serotonin reuptake/ serotonin and norepinephrine reuptake inhibitors, tricyclic antidepressants, 

and atypical antidepressants), depressors of the central nervous system (i.e., benzodiazepine, 

antiepileptics), or recreational drugs for at least 6 months prior to the study. Additionally, 
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subjects were asked to avoid alcohol or caffeine for 48 hours preceding participation, for the 

duration of the training and for the 48 hrs preceding day-30 test (Fig. 1).  Subjects were excluded 

if they had a history of recreational backwards locomotion, or similar past experiences such as 

walking tour guides, marching band participants, or line backers.   

 

 

Figure 1.  Methods. Experimental setup: Two groups underwent 20 minutes of backwards locomotion 

training (BLT) with concurrent sham or anodal transcutaneous spinal direct current stimulation (tsDCS), 

applied over T-11/12 (red rectangle) and cathode electrode placed over the right shoulder (black 

rectangle).  A: one day of BLT training, B: Training over three consecutive days. 24 hours test in panel A 

was the same behavioral determination as Test Pre-Training on Day 2 in panel B. EMG indicates the 

timing of soleus H-reflex testing, at baseline, immediately after, and 30 minutes post-training on Days 1-

3. 
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Experimental design 

Subjects 

Group assignments were made prior to study enrollment to match groups for general 

physical activity level (Short Questionnaire to Assess Health-enhancing physical activity) (35), 

age, and gender (Table 1).  By design, both the experimenter and participants were blind as to the 

stimulus condition (anodal tsDCS or sham tsDCS). At the end of the experiment, participants 

were asked to guess their group assignment as well as answer a safety and tolerability 

questionnaire (Suppl Table 1) regarding general discomfort, pain, burning and itching, using a 1-

10 analog scale.  

Table 1. Baseline characteristics of study participants 
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Forty-three participants underwent a single backwards locomotion training session on a 

reverse treadmill with concurrent anodal (n=22) or sham (n=21) tsDCS. (Fig 1).  An interim 

analysis was carried out after the first twelve subjects completed a single training session. To 

evaluate the effects of additional training sessions, a subset of the 43 participants (N=31) 

returned for two additional training days of anodal (n=16) or sham (n=15) tsDCS.  Thus, all 43 

subjects completed a single training session with anodal or sham tsDCS.  Thirty-one of them 

completed three training sessions with anodal or sham tsDCS (Fig 1).  

 

Backwards locomotor training 

At the beginning of the experiment, subjects were familiarized with backwards walking 

on the treadmill at a comfortable pace of 1.5mph for one minute.  After the familiarization, the 

testing was carried out as follows: subjects were instructed to walk backwards without running or 

holding on to the safety handrails at increasing speed for 2 minutes (initial speed was 1.5 mph). 

Every 5 seconds subjects had to decide if they opted whether to increase speed by +0.2 mph, by 

+0.1mph, stay the same, or decrease by-0.1mph (if they felt uncomfortable). The maximal 

possible treadmill speed was 4.5 mph.  Test measurement, the average speed over the 2 minutes 

period, was recorded at baseline, 20 min post-training, 24h after each training day and at Day 30.  

These time points were determined a priori. To reduce possible confounders between 

testing sessions, participants were instructed not to practice walking backwards between each 

day of training, and at end of testing and the 30-day follow-up. To avoid diurnal variations, 

testing was performed at the same time period each day.  In addition to speed, we measured step 

length, a kinematic measure that has implications for the stability of gait and is decreased with 
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aging and after brain lesions (36, 37). Study participants data were collected from a Gait Trainer 

3 Biodex Software USA and stored for offline analysis. One participant did not return for testing 

on day 30 in the sham group. Data from another subject on Day 30 in the tsDCS group was 

corrupted.   

Training protocol:  

 In each training session, subjects walked backwards for 20 minutes at 70% of their 

baseline speed. Although treadmill safety handrails and an emergency stop button were available 

in case of sudden imbalance or danger, these safety measures were never activated by any 

participant during the study.  

Transcutaneous spinal direct current stimulation (tsDCS):  

tsDCS (2.5mA, 20 mins) was delivered from a battery-driven programmable direct 

current stimulator (Soterix USA) connected to surface electrodes (saline-soaked synthetic sponge 

of 7 × 5 cm, 35 cm2 and 0.6 mm depth).  The anode/sham electrode was centered on the T-11 

spinous process of the thoracic spine with the major axis parallel to the spinal cord, a location 

that modulates segmental spinal reflex excitability. The second electrode was placed over the 

right shoulder (15, 16, 21, 38)(Fig. 1).  A tsDCS lumbar body strap (Soterix, USA) was used to 

secure electrode positioning in place.  Computerized modeling of this electrode montage and 

stimulation parameters induce a current density of 0.071 mA/cm2 delivering a total charge 

density of 85.7 mC/cm2 (16), which is well within safety levels  (39, 40).  The stimulator was 

programmed to ramp up current to 2.5 mA over a 30-s period and similarly ramped down at the 

end of the stimulation. Sham tsDCS was achieved by delivering a 2.5-mA current over a period 

of 30s at the beginning and end of the stimulation period (41).  
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Soleus H-reflex testing 

A subset of twenty-nine participants (13 sham tsDCS, and 16 anodal tsDCS) underwent 

three consecutive days of soleus H-reflex testing. Testing was performed at baseline, 

immediately after, and 30 minutes post-training (Fig 1). Subjects lay in a prone position on a 

standard hospital bed, with the hip at (~180°), the knee flexed (~150°), and the ankle at plantar 

flexion (~100°).  Surface electromyography (EMG) was recorded from the left soleus muscle 

using a pair of surface Ag-AgCl disposable electrodes (3M Health Care, St. Paul, MN) in a 

belly-tendon configuration. EMG was recorded on an electromyograph (Nihon Koden, Irvine, 

CA) with band-pass filters of 20Hz to 1kHz, and concurrently digitized for off-line analysis 

(Power1401, Cambridge Electronics Design, Cambridge, UK) by blinded examiners. H-reflexes 

were elicited via electrical stimulation of the posterior tibial nerve in the popliteal fossa using a 

custom-made spherical ball electrode using constant-current square-wave pulses of 1-ms 

duration with a remote anode on the medial knee. A stimulation frequency of 0.1 Hz was used to 

allow ample time for resolution of post-activation depression (42). The electrodes were applied 

and securely taped and wrapped at the start of each testing session, to limit movement during 

locomotor training. Additionally, a permanent marker and bandage were applied at the end of 

sessions 1 and 2 to limit the variability of electrode placement in subsequent sessions. At the 

beginning of each experiment, stimulus thresholds for eliciting the H-reflex and M-wave were 

determined, defined as the lowest stimulus intensity needed to produce 100 microvolt peak-to-

peak responses.  To generate the stimulus-response curve of the Sol H reflex, the stimulus 

intensity was progressively increased in steps of 0.02- 0.10 mA, from the H reflex sub-threshold 

until the maximum M-wave peak (Mmax) was reached. At least two stimuli were delivered at 

each intensity during the steep portion of the H-reflex curve. If the same stimulus intensity 
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produced a varied response, a third stimulus was delivered. 33-58 stimuli were used to generate 

each recruitment curve over a 5-10min period.    

 

Soleus H-Reflex Data Analysis: Peak-to-peak H and M- amplitudes were measured on non-

rectified EMG traces using Signal software (CED, Cambridge, UK). H-reflex amplitudes were 

expressed as a percentage of Mmax, and stimulation intensities were normalized to the M-wave 

threshold (MT) at baseline.  H/Mmax amplitudes were plotted against stimulus strength 

(intensity x MT), to generate the recruitment curve. The ascending portion of the recruitment 

curve was analyzed using a non-linear fit function (Sigmoidal fit, Prism Software, GraphPad 

Software, Inc. La Jolla, CA) to determine Hmax, or the highest point on the recruitment curve.  

Data sets for each testing period (baseline, PT1, 30 min PT1, Day 2 baseline, PT2, etc…) were 

subsequently normalized to baseline values. Three participants from the sham group were 

excluded from analysis due to poorly defined H reflexes. 

 

Statistical analysis 

Locomotor function: Statistical analysis was performed using SAS/STAT Statistical Software 

version 9.2 (SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC, USA).  The primary preregistered outcome measure 

was the difference in speed between the 24hrs post-training and the baseline measurement.  A 

power analysis was performed based on an internal pilot with six subjects per group. The mean 

and standard deviation were 0.143 m/s and 0.134 m/s (used for sample size estimation) for the 

sham tsDCS, and 0.273 m/s and 0.084 m/s for the anodal tsDCS group. Using a two-sample t-

test, a total of 42 subjects was determined to be required to detect a group difference of 0.12 m/s, 
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equivalent to 0.9 of Cohen’s d.  Significance level was prospectively set at p=0.025 (adjusted for 

the interim analysis) with a power of 80%.  Secondary outcome measures were online, offline 

and retention learning over one, over the three training days, and at 30 days according to the 

following formulae:  

Online speed gains over three days: [(D1 Post Training - Baseline) + (D2 Post Training – D2 Pre-Training) + 

(D3Post Training – D3Pre-Training)]; 

Offline speed gains over three days: [(D2 Pre-Training - D1 Post Training) + (D3Pre-Training - D2 Post 

Training) + (D4 Test- D3Post Training)]; 

Total speed gains over three days: D4 Test – Baseline; 

Retention:  D30 Test - D3Post Training. 

For retention of learning, we used analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) with baseline as a 

covariate to evaluate the effect of anodal tsDCS. For the other six outcomes, two-sample t-test 

was used since baseline had no significant effect (p>0.1). Bonferroni correction was applied to 

adjust for multiplicity. Therefore, for the primary outcome, a significance level of p=0.025 was 

used since an interim analysis was performed; for the six secondary outcomes, a significance 

level of p=0.007 was used since a total of 7 outcomes were tested. 

Soleus H-Reflex.  Baseline H-reflex amplitude data met the criteria for normality (Shapiro-Wilk 

test). One-way ANOVA was used to evaluate differences between baselines (Day1-3) and found 

no statistical differences between baseline values [s-tsDCS+BLT ( p=0.780), a-tsDCS+BLT 

(p=0.677).  Therefore, immediate and 30 min post training (PTx and 30-min PTx) data were 

normalized to day one baseline values. ANOVA was used to evaluate effects of training and 

tsDCS.  
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RESULTS 

Mean age, height, and activity levels were comparable across groups [p=0.41, p=0.56, 

p=0.63, respectively]. 42% of subjects reported receiving anodal and 58% sham stimulation.  

The chances of predicting accurately the type of stimulation received were 61% for sham 

stimulation and 45% for anodal tsDCS.  

Speed gain at 24 hours after a single training session (primary endpoint measure) was 

larger in the tsDCS (0.20±0.02 m/s, n=22) than in the sham (0.12±0.02 m/s, n=21) group 

(p=0.008).  Online and offline learning contributions were comparable across groups (online: 

p=0.334; offline: p=0.043, Fig 2A).  

 

Figure 2.  Locomotor learning A: Single training session.  Backward locomotion learning after a single 

training session was greater in the tsDCS than in the sham group.  A trend for superior offline learning in 

the tsDCS group did not reach statistical significance after Bonferroni correction. B:  Learning after 3 

training sessions (D4 Test – Baseline).  No group differences in learning were identified after three 
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training sessions. C: Proportion of subjects reaching maximal treadmill speed.  Note the higher 

proportion of subjects reaching maximum speed in the tsDCS than in the sham group.   D. Retention (D30 

Test - D3Post Training).  Note that subjects retained learning acquired at the end of the third training 

session significantly better in the tsDCS than in the sham group. 

 

After three training sessions, total speed gain was 0.27+0.03m/s (n=16) in the tsDCS 

group and 0.258+0.13m/s (n=15) in the sham group (p=0.562).  Online (tsDCS: 0.201+0.04 m/s; 

sham: 0.238+0.04m/s) and offline ( tsDCS: 0.068+0.03m/s; sham: 0.004+0.03 m/s) gains were 

also comparable (online: p=0.467; offline: p=0.131, Fig 2B).  A higher proportion of subjects 

reached maximal speed sooner in the tsDCS than in the sham group, i.e. after a single training 

session 36 % reached maximal speed in the tsDCS group compared to 10 % in the sham group 

(Fig 2C).  Retention of learning at Day 30 was significantly greater in the tsDCS 

(0.068+0.03m/s, n=15) than in the sham (0.015+0.02m/s, n=14) group (p=0.0024, Fig 2D). 

Consistently, 73% of subjects in the tsDCS group reached maximal speed by Day 30, relative to 

only 29% in the sham group (Fig 2C).  Finally, training-dependent improvements in speed 

correlated with step-lengths at all measured time points, except Day 30 (Suppl Table 2, Pearson-

r: 0.452-0.631). 

Soleus H-reflex (Hmax/Mmax) amplitude was significantly reduced immediately post-

training in both sham and tsDCS groups (ANOVA .p<0.0001), with no between-group 

differences (p= 0.594) as shown in Figure 3. At 30 minutes post-training, the H-reflex amplitude 

remained significantly reduced in the anodal-tsDCS, but not in the sham-tsDCS group (ANOVA, 

P=0.05), Fig 3. 
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Figure 3.  Percent change in Soleus H-reflex (Hmax) amplitudes (normalized to Day 1 baseline). 

H-reflex amplitude was down-regulated in both groups in the immediately post-training period 

on days 1-3 ( PT1, PT2, PT3, respectively).  30 min post-training (30min PT 1, 30min PT2, 

30min PT3), the Hmax/Mmax amplitude remained down-regulated only in the a-tsDCS group 

(red). 

 

Participants’ reports on verbal 0/10 scales indicated the following.  In the anodal and 

sham groups, general discomfort was 1.27 (range 0-5) and 0.90 (range 0-4), perception of pain 

was 0.18 (range 0-2) and 0.24 (range 0-3), sensation of burning under the electrode was 0.50 

(range 0-2), and 0.43 (range 0-5), and itching under the electrode was 0.63 (range 0-2) and 0.76 

(range 0-5) respectively.  No skin irritation or burns occurred.  Thus, tsDCS was overall well 

tolerated. 
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Discussion: 

The main results of this study were that anodal tsDCS improved the effects of a single 

training session on locomotor learning compared to sham tsDCS and that when applied over 

three consecutive days tsDCS resulted in greater retention of learning at Day 30 relative to sham.  

Transcranial tDCS concurrent with training has been reported to improve upper limb 

motor learning in young healthy subjects (3, 43-45), elderly individuals(46, 47) and patients with 

brain lesions like stroke (45, 46, 48-52).  The effects of transcranial DCS on locomotion on the 

other hand have been more modest, likely due to different localization of the cortical 

representations of upper and lower limbs (13, 14) and also the higher reliance of locomotion on 

subcortical neural structures(12, 53-58). Given these findings, previous modeling and 

electrophysiological studies attempted to modulate subcortical function using DCS applied over 

the spine (tsDCS).  These studies demonstrated that tsDCS could indeed modulate spinal cord 

function (17, 19, 20, 29, 31, 32, 59, 60), raising the question whether it could also influence 

locomotor behavior.  In this investigation, we used the same montage and stimulating parameters 

reported to modulate electrophysiological measures of spinal cord function to address a novel 

question:  could tsDCS modulate locomotor behavior in the form of learning a novel backward 

task of relevance in sports medicine and neurorehabilitation (61-70). Additionally, we confirmed 

that under our experimental conditions tsDCS modulated spinal cord function in the form of 

excitability of the alpha motoneuron pool. 

Participants receiving tsDCS over a single training session experienced higher learning at 

24hr relative to those receiving sham, (Cohen’s d=0.852). While we found no significant group 

differences in online or offline learning, we may have been underpowered to detect offline 

consolidation disparities (p=0.043 uncorrected, Fig 2A) as previously reported with transcranial 
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DCS and upper limb learning (71, 72). More work will be necessary to address tsDCS effects on 

offline consolidation of locomotor learning.   

We then evaluated the cumulative effects of 3 training sessions.  We did not find group 

differences in total, online or offline learning (Fig 2B). It is possible that performance 

improvements in the tsDCS group reached ceiling after the first training session, consistent with 

a previous report on effects of transcranial DCS on upper limb learning (73).  In line with this 

possibility, subjects in our study reached ceiling speed earlier in the tsDCS group than in the 

sham group (Fig 2C).    

Retention of learning 30 days later was significantly superior in the tsDCS than in the 

sham group (Fig 2C and 2D). This finding, together with the absence of group differences at the 

end of the three training sessions is intriguing, suggesting an effect of tsDCS on offline retention 

mechanisms (2-7, 74, 75). Thus, our results dissociating effects of tsDCS on online (largely 

unaffected) and offline (improved 24 hr consolidation and long-term retention) mechanisms 

merits further investigation (7, 71).  Behavioral interventions like reward have also been reported 

to influence long-term retention of skill to a larger extent than online learning (76).  What could 

be the impact of the reported differences in real life activity? While impossible to predict with 

certainty, healthy subjects who practiced this task for 3 days could, at 30 days, backward-walk 

one mile over 3 minutes faster in the tsDCS group (17 min 46 sec) than in the sham group (21 

min 22 sec min), a net speed improvement of 28%.  

This study found that anodal-tsDCS prolonged the duration of H-reflex down-regulation 

following training relative to sham-tsDCS.  Our data confirm prior studies showing that exercise 

such as BLT leads to transient down-regulation of the H reflex (77, 78). We have shown that 

tsDCS can prolong the period of exercise-induced down-regulation of the H reflex, which may 
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contribute to the behavioral gains during BLT(79). The amplitude of the H-reflex is known to be 

modulated in a phase-dependent manner during forward locomotion, up-regulated in late stance, 

leading to enhanced muscle stiffness prior to toe-off (Capaday and Stein 1987). The mechanical 

advantage this normal pattern of modulation offers for propelling forward walking would likely 

be detrimental for BLT.  Our results cannot determine whether the prolongation of H-reflex 

down-regulation by anodal-tsDCS resulted from action on local spinal circuits or modulators of 

presynaptic inhibition of inputs to alpha-motor neurons (61, 78). Future studies will be needed to 

evaluate the mechanisms of H-reflex down-regulation from anodal-tsDCS during BLT and the 

contribution of other cortical and subcortical regions, as well as the effects of aging.  

From a kinematic point of view, changes in step length related to improved confidence 

with training was a likely contributor to speed improvements (64, 80-82).  From a mechanistic 

angle, previously reported tsDCS influences on H-reflex modulation (77, 78, 83) impacts speed 

and symmetry of locomotion and modulates H-reflex post-activation (20), central nociceptive 

signal transmission (15, 21) possibly contributing to speed improvements as well.  Alternatively, 

tsDCS could have modified cortical plasticity underlying motor learning through modulation of 

somatosensory and motor (16, 21) evoked potentials as well as interhemisperic inhibition (22, 

23).  More work is required to characterize the mechanisms underlying this behavioral effect and 

to determine the reproducibility of these findings. 

In summary, these results, which require replication in larger populations, indicate that 

anodal tsDCS applied with concurrent training facilitates locomotor learning and retention, a 

finding of possible relevance in neurorehabilitation of locomotor function after neurologic injury.  
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Supplemental Table 2. Absolute mean+ SD speeds at different time points for the Sham and 

Anodal tsDCS groups. 

 

 

Supplementary Table 3. Correlation between Speed and Step Length Traveled during testing 
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